The Adventures of Maple
Once upon a time, there was a girl named Maple. She was born with an ability to communicate with nature. The animals knew her so well that whenever she went outside all the animals would come out for a nice friendly greeting.
Some hopped on Maple, while others held out their paws or wings to shah. Even some hugged her.
Sometimes, even the fresh fall leaves would gently fall to her as if to say "Welcome Maple!"
Maple has a smart fox named Willow. She was the cutest thing! Maple likes to have Willow as her sidekick. Willow has the ability to talk to animals with ease. Maple loves Willow.
One day, Willow and Maple were playing hide-and-seek in the forest when a storm started. It shook the trees and the wind blew hard. The wind was blowing so hard Maple couldn't see, but then Willow said she saw something near. Maple could see it too—it was a shadow in the distance. It was a cave! They felt for the opening and went inside.
While inside the cave, they heard a noise. Bash! Crash! Bam! The storm knocked down some rocks and covered the opening of the cave. They were trapped!
Maple had to do something! She found a hole in the rocks that's just big enough for Willow, so she sent her through. Willow ran and found the animals in a safe place under a fallen tree. Willow said "Maple needs our help!" and told the animals what happened as she led the way to the cave.
All the animals helped push the rocks aside. Even Maple helped push a few rocks out. The rocks were sharp but the animals and Maple still made it happen.
Once they were done moving the rocks, Maple was free! Afterwards, Maple thanked all the animals, especially Willow but they still had one thing to do. Clean up! Maple and the animals helped other people plant new plants, move fallen tree and sweep up leaves. Once that was all done, Maple and Willow returned home, safe and sound.